
Cricket. Rugby union. Tennis. Books. Music. TV & radio. Dominic, we learned, lost his professional boxing licence after testing positive for steroids, and so had entered “the murky world of unlicensed boxing”, losing a well-attended bout at the Circus Tavern in Purfleet, and then pulling out of a scheduled unlicensed European championship fight after being ambushed by three men at the gym where he was training. Cricket's murky underworld by K. R. Wadhwaney, 2001, Ajanta Books International edition, in English. An edition of Cricket's murky underworld (2001). Cricket's murky underworld. by K. R. Wadhwaney. 0 Ratings. Best selling Cricket books, biography and all different types of cricket reading material including cricket news and cricket history. Ruling the World tells the enthralling story of the 1992 Cricket World Cup in Australia and New Zealand. From the early exchanges in the warm-up matches, up to the final at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, tales of classic stature and previously untold gems regularly arise. Cricket Books. Pushing the Boundaries: Cricket in the Eighties: Playing home and away by Derek Pringle. As a reminder of how the game has changed, moving from one extreme to the other, from sham-professionalism to uber-professionalism, it’s hard to beat. Book Announced to Commemorate Warwickshire’s Historic Treble.